13C NMR study of commensurate antiferromagnetism in (TMTTF)2Br
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Quasi-one-dimensional organic conductors (TMTCF)2X have various electric and magnetic properties. Although theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that (TMTTF)2Br has the properties of commensurate antiferromagnetism, details of the magnetic structure of this compound are unclear. Two types of antiferromagnetism are expected, one due to a localized electron and the other to the nesting of the Fermi surface. We therefore assessed the antiferromagnetic structure of (TMTTF)2Br using 13C NMR. Site assignment of the observed antiferromagnetic spectrum confirmed that there were two magnetic molecular sites, with staggered moments and amplitude of 0.11μB/molecule, as well as nonmagnetic molecular sites. A commensurate structure with antiferromagnetic ordering of (↑↓↑↓) along a one-dimensional chain would be expected as the freezing of antiferromagnetic fluctuations in the charge-ordered phase of the (TMTTF)2AsF6 salt. The presence of a nodal site is strongly suggestive of the nesting type antiferromagnetism. The fine structure of the antiferromagnetic spectrum suggests superlattice along the interchain direction. We could not observe line broadening due to the charge order above the antiferromagnetic transition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The organic conductors (TMTCF)2X (C = S; TMTTF: tetramethyltetrathiafulvalene, C = Se; TMTSF: tetramethyltetraseleanafulvalene) show various electronic ground states such as charge order (CO), spin density wave (SDW), superconductivity, and antiferromagnetism. Their crystal structures are composed of the donor molecules TMTFF or TMTSF, which stack and are separated by layers of counterions, X−. These molecules are composed of donor molecules TMTTF or TMTSF, which stack and are separated by layers of counterions, X−. Therefore, (TMTTF)2X are recognized as quasi-one-dimensional conductors. The electronic properties of (TMTTF)2X can be controlled by substituting the counterion X− by infrared spectroscopy.12 We suggested a commensurate antiferromagnetism (AF-II) below 13 K at ambient pressure, with the b′ = c′ × a axis being the easy axis and the a axis being the hard axis.6,14 Carbon-13 NMR, revealing a four-peak-split antiferromagnetic spectrum, suggested the commensurability of magnetic structure in the salt (TMTTF)2Br. Gap behavior was observed in the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 of 12C NMR. Under pressure, electric resistivity detected a leap anomaly, suggesting the SDW transition.15,16 The spin-lattice relaxation time in 1H NMR showed a gapless behavior below the SDW transition temperature and showed a subphase anomaly at 4 K, in which the incommensurate SDW had become stabilized at high pressure above 0.50 GPa.16

Although (TMTTF)2Br has been assessed by NMR, including under high pressure, the structure of the commensurate antiferromagnetism in (TMTTF)2Br has never been clarified. The commensurate antiferromagnetism (AF-II) of (TMTTF)2Br, which is separated from AF-I by the nonmagnetic spin Peierls (SP) state, is thought to be important for understanding P-T phase diagrams of (TMTTF)2X.13C NMR provides microscopic information about the magnetic state around nuclei. However, conventional 13C NMR with double-sided 13C-enriched molecules involves the Pake doublet problem or restriction of the field direction setting.18 Therefore, we performed 13C NMR with a one-sided 13C-enriched molecule to determine the commensurate antiferromagnetic structure of (TMTTF)2Br and to verify the CO state above the antiferromagnetic phase.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals for NMR measurements were prepared electrochemically from one-sided 13C-enriched TMTTF and n-tetracontylammonium bromide in acetonitrile. One-sided 13C-enriched TMTTF [Fig. 1(b)] was synthesized by coupling the dibutyltin complexes and was prepared as described.18,19 The advantages of this method include the availability of 13C-dichloroacetic acid methyl ester and the establishment of the precursors of butyltin and ester complexes.18,20
One-sided $^{13}$C-enriched TMTTF eliminates spectral splitting by Pake doublets and enables easy analysis of NMR spectra. Crystal orientation was determined by x-ray diffraction. NMR experiments were performed in a magnetic field of 9.4 T, and NMR spectra were obtained by fast Fourier transformation of the spin echo with a $\pi/2$-$\pi$ pulse sequence. The typical $\pi/2$ pulse width was 4 $\mu$s. The spin-lattice relaxation time was determined by the saturation recovery method.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Determination of hyperfine coupling and chemical shift tensors

Figure 2(a) shows the NMR spectrum of (TMTTF)$_2$Br at 290 K. Two peaks from two crystallographically independent $^{13}$C nuclei were observed and were assigned to the two central C=C carbon sites, H and L. The NMR shift at a local nuclear site can be expressed as the sum of the Knight shift $\chi$ and the chemical shift $\sigma$. The Knight shift can be expressed as the product of the hyperfine coupling constant $a$ and the spin susceptibility $\chi$. Spin susceptibility can also be expressed as $\chi = \chi_{dia} - \chi_{dia}$, where $\chi_{dia}$ and $\chi_{dia}$ are the static susceptibility and diamagnetic susceptibility, respectively. In the $\pi$-orbital system, due to the anisotropic contribution of the $\pi$ orbital, the hyperfine coupling constant $a$ and the chemical shift $\sigma$ depend on the direction of the magnetic field and can be expressed as

$$ a = \vec{h} \cdot \vec{a}, \quad \sigma = \vec{h} \cdot \vec{\sigma}. \quad (1) $$

Here, $\vec{h}$ is the directional cosine of the magnetic field; $\vec{a}$ and $\vec{\sigma}$ are the hyperfine coupling and chemical shift tensors, respectively; and the Knight shift corresponds to the diagonal components of the hyperfine coupling tensor. By contrast, in the antiferromagnetic state, the NMR shift is due to the local field induced by the ordered moment. As the local field couples with the moment via the off-diagonal component of the tensor, the hyperfine coupling tensors are necessary to estimate the size of the ordered moment. We therefore evaluated both the hyperfine coupling and chemical shift tensors at several angles from the $\delta-\chi$ plot shown in Fig. 2(b). The $\delta-\chi$ plot at each angle follows the relational formula $\delta_i = a_i(\chi - \chi_{dia}) + \sigma_i$, where the subscript $i$ denotes the local nuclear sites H and L. The hyperfine coupling constant, which depends on the crystallographically independent local nuclear site on the molecule, can be obtained from the slope of the $\delta-\chi$ plot. In contrast, the chemical shift is caused by the shielding field from the coherent orbital current and is not sensitive to the site in the molecule. Therefore, the chemical shift can be obtained by the intersection of the $\delta-\chi$ plots at two local nuclear sites. To determine the hyperfine coupling constant $a$ and chemical shift $\sigma$ we measured the temperature dependence of the NMR shift at these two local sites at several angles. Using Eq. (1), the hyperfine coupling and chemical shift tensors were calculated as

$$ A_H = \begin{pmatrix} A_{aa} & A_{ab} & A_{ac} \\ A_{ab} & A_{bb} & A_{bc} \\ A_{ac} & A_{bc} & A_{cc} \end{pmatrix}_{H}, \quad (2) $$

$$ A_L = \begin{pmatrix} A_{aa} & A_{ab} & A_{ac} \\ A_{ab} & A_{bb} & A_{bc} \\ A_{ac} & A_{bc} & A_{cc} \end{pmatrix}_{L}. \quad (3) $$

$$ \sigma = \begin{pmatrix} \sigma_{aa} & \sigma_{ab} & \sigma_{ac} \\ \sigma_{ab} & \sigma_{bb} & \sigma_{bc} \\ \sigma_{ac} & \sigma_{bc} & \sigma_{cc} \end{pmatrix}, \quad (4) $$

FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of (TMTTF)$_2$Br. (b) Molecular structure of one-sided $^{13}$C-enriched TMTTF. (c) Pressure-temperature phase diagram of (TMTCF)$_2$X.

FIG. 2. (a) NMR spectrum of (TMTTF)$_2$Br at room temperature. (b) Results of $\delta-\chi$ plots at two local nuclear sites, H and L (Ref. 21).
As (TMTCF)$_2$X has an isomorphic structure, these tensors can be utilized as basic parameters for $^{13}$C NMR of (TMTTF)$_2$PF$_6$.

**B. Examination of antiferromagnetic structure**

By evaluating the hyperfine coupling tensors, we could assess the commensurate antiferromagnetic spectrum. To prevent spin flop, the magnetic field should be applied perpendicular to the easy axis. In this case, we could observe the moment via an off-diagonal element of the hyperfine coupling tensor. However, in a field parallel to the $c^*$ axis, the moment makes an internal field via the small hyperfine coupling of $A_{b/c^*}$. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(a), we observed a broadened low resolution spectrum in the antiferromagnetic state in this setting. By considering the spectrum width of one NMR pulse and the amplitude of the hyperfine coupling constants, we measured the NMR spectrum by applying a magnetic field along the tilted angle $\theta = 20^0$, $\phi = 0^0$ ([Fig. 2(b), inset]). Figure 3(b) shows that the NMR spectrum at this setting consists of approximately five peaks at around $\Delta f = 45, 20, 5, -10,$ and $-25$ kHz (doublet), suggesting a commensurate structure.

To assign the antiferromagnetic spectrum, we calculated the hyperfine coupling tensors in this setting as

$$ A_H = \begin{pmatrix} A_{kk} & A_{kb'} & A_{kh'} \\ A_{kb'} & A_{bb'} & A_{bh'} \\ A_{kh'} & A_{bh'} & A_{hh'} \end{pmatrix}_H $$

$$ = \begin{pmatrix} 6.81(5) & 0.25(5) & 3.01(6) \\ 0.25(5) & -0.3(1) & 0.12(5) \\ 3.01(6) & 0.12(5) & 1.34(5) \end{pmatrix} \text{ (kOe/} \mu_B) $$

$$ A_L = \begin{pmatrix} A_{kk} & A_{kb'} & A_{kh'} \\ A_{kb'} & A_{bb'} & A_{bh'} \\ A_{kh'} & A_{bh'} & A_{hh'} \end{pmatrix}_L $$

$$ = \begin{pmatrix} 4.06(4) & 0.03(4) & 2.17(6) \\ 0.03(4) & -1.36(8) & 0.06(4) \\ 2.17(6) & 0.06(4) & 0.15(4) \end{pmatrix} \text{ (kOe/} \mu_B) $$

Here, the $h$ axis denotes the magnetic field direction and the $k$ axis is perpendicular to the $b'$ and $h$ axes. The internal field along the $h$ axis induced by the moment is proportional to the $A_{h}$ component of the hyperfine coupling tensor. Since the ratio of hyperfine coupling components at the H and L local nuclear sites is 2:1, the peaks at around $\Delta f = 45$ and 20 kHz could be assigned to the H and L nuclear sites, respectively, on molecules with moments parallel to the $b'$ axis, and the peaks at around $\Delta f = -10$ and $-25$ kHz could be assigned to the L and H nuclear sites, respectively, on the molecules with moments antiparallel to the $b'$ axis. In addition, the peak at around $\Delta f = 5$ kHz was observed at the chemical shift position and could be assigned to the H and L nuclear sites on the nonmagnetic molecular site. From the split widths at the H and L nuclear sites on the molecules with parallel and antiparallel moments, the internal fields at these nuclear sites were estimated at 70 and 30 Oe, respectively. Using a hyperfine coupling constant of $A_{b/h}$, the size of the ordered moment was estimated at 0.11 $\mu_B$/molecule.

**C. Spin-lattice relaxation time at commensurate antiferromagnetism**

To examine the peaks of the nonmagnetic molecules in detail and to confirm the site assignments, we measured the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time. Figure 4(a) shows the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate for the corresponding peaks shown in Fig. 4(b). The open inverted triangles and triangles correspond to the peaks at around $\Delta f = -33$ and 43 kHz, respectively, both derived from the L-nuclear sites on the magnetic molecule. The filled inverted triangles, diamonds, and triangles correspond to the peaks at $\Delta f = -93, 92,$ and 102 kHz, respectively, derived from the H-nuclear site on the

![FIG. 4. (a) Spin-lattice relaxation rate of NMR signals shown in Fig. 4(b). The open inverted triangles and triangles correspond to peaks at around $\Delta f = -33$ and 43 kHz, respectively, the filled inverted triangles, diamonds, and triangles correspond to peaks at $\Delta f = -93, 92,$ and 102 kHz, respectively, and the half-filled diamonds correspond to a peak at around $\Delta f = 4$ kHz. (b) Antiferromagnetic spectrum at 4.2 K. A magnetic field was applied in the $ac^*$ plane. Here $\theta$ and $\phi$ correspond to the angle shown in Fig. 2(b), inset, as detailed field conditions.](125121-3)
magnetic molecule. The spin-lattice relaxation rate of the peak at around $\Delta f = 4$ kHz is represented by half-filled diamonds and corresponds to the nonmagnetic molecule. The spin-lattice relaxation rate on magnetic molecules showed thermal activation behavior, consistent with previous $^{13}$C NMR.⁶ The sets of the open symbols showed the almost same values and temperature dependence and those of the filled symbols showed the almost same values and temperature dependence, suggesting the validity of the site assignment. The spin-lattice relaxation rate at the nonmagnetic sites showed similar thermal activation behavior. Although sufficient recovery time is needed to observe the central peak, the peak intensity of the nonmagnetic molecule was comparable to that at other magnetic sites without sample or batch dependence. Therefore, the nonmagnetic site is considered intrinsic.

D. Magnetic structure of the commensurate antiferromagnetic phase

The site assignment of the antiferromagnetic spectra suggested that there are three independent molecules in the commensurate antiferromagnetic phase of the salt (TMTTF)$_2$Br (AF-II). We first considered magnetic correlation along the direction of molecular stacking. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the AF-II phase of (TMTTF)$_2$Br is adjacent to the CO phase of (TMTTF)$_2$AsF$_6$, suggesting a close relationship between the magnetic fluctuation in (TMTTF)$_2$AsF$_6$ and the static magnetic structure of (TMTTF)$_2$Br. Previously, the different temperature dependencies of the spin-lattice relaxation rate between charge-rich and charge-poor sites suggested a commensurate antiferromagnetic fluctuation in the CO state of (TMTTF)$_2$AsF$_6$ [Fig. 5(a)], in which nodes are located at charge-poor molecules and antinodes at charge-rich molecules.¹² The alternative arrangement, rich-poor-rich-poor, in the CO state was confirmed by finding the second harmonic generation (SHG) in the absence of the lattice doubling.²³ In the case of the commensurate SDW, the antiferromagnetic fluctuation of the AsF$_6$ predicted the sinusoidal wave modulation. Freezing of the commensurate antiferromagnetic fluctuation should yield a magnetic structure in the AF-II phase [Fig. 5(b)].

Two types of antiferromagnetism have been expected: the antiferromagnetism of localized spin and SDW antiferromagnetism due to the nesting instability of the Fermi surface. In the case of the antiferromagnetism of the localized spin, the nonmagnetic molecules cannot be explained. Although the fitting of the angular dependence of the NMR shift was analyzed by assuming a nesting vector of $(0.5,0.25,*)$, in $^1$H NMR,²⁴ to confirm whether antiferromagnetism was due to the localized spin or the nesting of the Fermi surface, experimental evidence for nodal structure as shown in Fig. 5(b) is required. The antiferromagnetic structure shown in Fig. 5(b) results in a 1:1 ratio of node to antinode molecules. Node sites correspond to the nonmagnetic sites and antinode sites correspond to magnetic sites in Fig. 4(b). Since the central peak consists of peaks of the H and L nuclear sites, the intensity ratio of peaks at $\Delta f = -33, 4$, and $43$ kHz is expected to be $1:4:1$. Indeed, the sufficiently recovered spectrum showed an approximate ratio of $1:4:1$, consistent with the freezing structure shown in Fig. 5(b). A recent $^{13}$C-NMR study suggested an antiferromagnetic structure with a charge order of $(\uparrow \uparrow - \uparrow \downarrow - \downarrow \downarrow - \downarrow \uparrow)$ in the antiferromagnetic phase of the (TMTTF)$_2$SbF$_6$ salt (AF-I), in which $\uparrow$ and $\downarrow$ denote the staggered moments at charge-rich sites, $\uparrow$ and $\downarrow$ denote the staggered moments at charge-poor sites, and $[]$ denotes TMTTF dimers. This means that the magnetic structure of the AF-I phase is qualitatively different from the structure observed in the AF-II phase.¹³

We next focused on the magnetic structure along the intercolumn direction. In the fine structure of the spectrum, a doublet was observed at the peak of the magnetic molecules. For example, split peaks were observed around $\Delta f = -25$ kHz at a field condition of $\theta = 20^\circ$ [Fig. 3(b)] and around $\Delta f = 102$ kHz at a field condition of $\theta = 40^\circ$ [Fig. 4(b)]. We also observed splitting of the L-site peak in the other setting. Assuming a basic structure in Fig. 5(b), which is formed along the molecular stacking column, this splitting suggests two crystallographically independent columns. (TMTCF)$_2$X salts have a warped one-dimensional Fermi surface with a nesting vector approximately equal to $(0.5,0.25,0)$. The magnetic structure along the molecular stacking column corresponds to the vector of $0.5\alpha^*$. The double column structure with nodal molecules could explain the superlattice structure with the vector of $0.25b^*$ as shown in Fig. 6. The crystallographically independent stacking columns A and B detect different dipole fields, resulting in the slightly doublet spectrum observed in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b). The gapless behavior of $T_1$ and the anomaly of $T_1$ at lower temperature and under pressure suggested the existence of a subphase in (TMTTF)$_2$Br, similar to that in the incommensurate SDW of (TMTSF)$_2$PF$_6$.¹⁵ Incommensurate SDW is suggested at the high pressure side of the AF-II phase. Since the SDW phase is adjacent to the AF-II phase in the phase diagram, the pressure dependence of the NMR spectrum in our experimental setting with the high resolution is interesting.

E. Charge order and commensurate antiferromagnetism

$^{13}$C NMR suggested a close relationship between the antiferromagnetic structure of (TMTTF)$_2$Br and the commensurate antiferromagnetic fluctuation of (TMTTF)$_2$AsF$_6$. In (TMTTF)$_2$AsF$_6$, the antinodes and nodes in antiferromagnetic fluctuation are likely located on the charge-rich and
charge-poor sites, respectively. Therefore, a charge anomaly above $T_N$ is expected for (TMTTF)$_2$Br. Indeed, previous $^{13}$C-NMR measurements showed a broadening of the inhomogeneous width around 18 K, suggesting a charge-ordered phase.\textsuperscript{25} We therefore examined this anomaly in our experimental settings. Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of NMR spectra at the same angle as in Fig. 4(b). At low temperatures below 13 K, antiferromagnetic spectra were observed, whereas broadening of the linewidth by charge order was not clearly observed at 18 K. Below 17 K, the peak at the H nuclear site, which has a larger coupling constant, showed slight broadening above the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature. When charge order occurs, the peak should split or broaden at any nuclear site due to a chemical shift. Therefore, linewidth broadening only at the H nuclear site may correspond to a premonitory anomaly, due not to charge order but to the precursor of the antiferromagnetic transition. We performed $^{13}$C-NMR measurements of the commensurate antiferromagnetic phase of (TMTTF)$_2$Br including the temperature dependence of $\chi'$. Using these data, we determined the hyperfine coupling and chemical shift tensors of this compound. These tensors can be utilized as basic parameters for (TMTTF)$_2$X salts. We confirmed that the commensurate antiferromagnetic spectrum showed the size of ordered moment being 0.11 $\mu_B$/molecule. Since we observed three types of magnetic and nonmagnetic sites, a column structure of $(↑↓)$ could be predicted, which is consistent with the freezing of the fluctuation observed in (TMTTF)$_2$AsF$_6$. The doublet structure on the magnetic molecules suggested a double column structure along the $b'$ axis and was consistent with the $(0.5, 0.25, \ast)$ vector. We did not observe line broadening due to charge disproportionation at 18 K, suggesting that the spectral broadening corresponds to the precursor of antiferromagnetic transition.
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